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Transient responses of III-nitride photonic-crystal (PC) ultraviolet (UV) light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) were measured by picosecond time-resolved electroluminescence (EL) spectroscopy.
Triangular arrays of PCs with different diameters/periodicities were fabricated on 333 nm UV LEDs
for enhancing light extraction efficiency using electron-beam lithography and inductively
coupled-plasma dry etching. With the incorporation of PCs on LEDs, the EL decay time constant 
decreases systematically with the increase of the etched sidewall area indicating the strong effect of
the surface recombination. The surface recombination velocities on the p-type epitaxial surface and
on the sidewall of etched holes on LEDs were determined to be 1.73⫻ 104 cm/ s and 1.48
⫻ 105 cm/ s, respectively. The angular distribution of light emission from LEDs with PCs shows
slight narrowing in far-field pattern. Because of the increased transient response along with
enhanced light extraction, the incorporation of PCs in UV LEDs provide an effective method to
control the modulation speed of UV LEDs, which could be very useful for many applications. ©
2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1786372]
III-nitride blue/ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diodes
(LEDs) are useful for many applications including solid-state
lighting, compact chemical and biological detection, medical
research, and health care. In addition to such diverse applications, high intensity and high speed UV-LEDs could also
be used as transceivers for covert non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
optical communications. Different schemes such as reducing
the size of LEDs to -LEDs1 and heavily doping the LEDs
to reduce the minority carrier lifetimes2 have been reported
to enhance the operation speed of LEDs, However, such
schemes generally reduce the total output power of the
LEDS.
Periodic hole arrays are typically etched in a semiconductor to create 2D PCs that forbid certain electromagnetic
radiation in the lateral direction creating so called “photonic
band gaps” (PBGs) in the plane. 2D PCs enhances the light
output from LEDs by extracting lateral guided modes of light
in the vertical direction. We have obtained a 20-fold enhancement of light extraction by PCs using optical pumping
in the nitride material at 475 nm.3 Recent1y, we also reported optical power enhancement under current injection by
a factor of 2.45 for 333 nm UV LEDs, as a result of the PC
formation.4,5 In this letter, we report the picosecond timeresolved EL studies of the LEDs with 2D PCs having different lattice constants and hole sizes. We also measured the
angular distribution of light emission from UV-LEDs with
and without PCs.
The incorporation of two-dimensional (2D) photonic
crystals (PCs) on III-nitride LEDs has been shown to not
only significantly enhance the light output of the LEDs,3–5
but also improve the modulation speed of the LEDs. The
increase in the modulation speed of LEDs is primarily due to
enhanced surface recombination. Photoluminescence,6–8
cathodoluminescence,9
and
time-resolved
terahertz
spectroscopy10 are some of the established methods employed to measure the surface recombination velocity of opa)
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toelectronic materials. Our results from picosecond timereso1ved EL spectroscopy on UV PC-LEDs reported in this
letter not only reveal a significant increase in the modulation
speed of LEDs with PC formation, but also establish time
resolved EL as an effective tool to determine the surface
recombination velocity of the nitride materials and structures. Moreover, we have also observed a slight narrowing of
the far-field emission pattern in PC-LEDs.
The III-nitride UV LEDs structure used were grown by
metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on
sapphire substrates. The metalorganic sources used were
trimethylgallium for Ga, trimethylaluminum for Al, trimethylindium for In, and ammonia for nitrogen. For Mg
and Si doping, bis-cyclopentadienyl-magnesium and SiH4
were transported into the reactor chamber during growth.
The
active
region
for
the
LEDs
was
an
Al0.11ln0.03Ga0.86N / Al0.2In0.03Ga0.77N double quantum wells
(DQW). Hexagonal mesa LEDs of side length 120 m was
fabricated as described previously.5 The PCs with triangular
lattice patterns of circular holes with diameters d = 100 nm to
d = 200 nm and periodicities a = 300 nm to a = 600 nm were
fabricated using electron-beam (e-beam) lithography and inductively coupled plasma dry etching. AFM image reveals
that the depth of the etched holes was around 190 nm indicating that the holes were etched through into the active
layers.
The time-resolved EL setup was a slight modification of
the time-resolved photoluminescence PL setup11 and has an
overall system response of about 30 ps.1
Figure 1(a) shows a typical EL spectrum of the 333 nm
UV LED. The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows the SEM image of a
hexagonal mesa UV LED with triangular lattice holes etched
on the mesa to form 2D PCs. Due to the lower magnification
of the SEM image, only the interference effect due to PC
formation is visible. A higher magnification SEM image of
the same PC-LED is shown in Fig. 2(a). The LEDs were
driven by the pulse generator with a pulse height of 30 V,
width of 0.4 ns and repetition rate of 1 MHz. No change was
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FIG. 1. (a) Typical EL spectrum of the 333 nm UV LEDs. the inset is the
SEM image of LED showing PCs on hexagonal mesa. Hexagonal p-contact
layer is at the center of mesa and n-contact layer with a pad surrounds the
LED mesa; (b) transient response of the LEDs with PCs (a = 600 nm and
d = 200 nm) and without PCs at the spectral peak wavelength ( = 333 nm).
The time-resolved EL setup has the system response ⬃30 ps.

noticed in the peak position and the linewidth of the EL
spectrum due to PCs formation, indicating that the spontaneous emission spectrum is not significantly altered by the formation of PCs. The time-resolved EL intensities at the peak
wavelength ( = 333 nm) of LEDs with PCs (a = 600 nm, d
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= 200 nm) and without PCs are shown in Fig. 1(b). The EL
rises fast with a 90 ps time constant for both LEDs. For the
LED without PCs, the EL initially decays faster with a time
constant 1 = 373 ps followed by a slower decay component
with a time constant  = 597 ps, whereas the EL of the LED
with PCs (a = 600 nm, d = 200 nm) decays with a faster time
constant 1 = 214 ps followed by a slower time constant 2
⬃ 600 ps.
We believe that the faster decay component in LEDs
without PCs is dominated by the surface recombination on
the p-type surface. With the incorporation of PC on LEDs,
the time constant of the faster decay component 共1兲 decreases systematically with the increase of etched sidewall
area of holes, which indicates that 共1兲 is controlled by the
surface recombination of the carriers on the etched sidewalls.
The proximity between the two decay time constants of the
slower decay components, 2共=597 ps兲 for LEDs without
PCs and the 2共⬃600 ps兲 for LEDs with PCs, indicates that
600 ps is the carrier recombination lifetime in the QWs. The
surface recombination primarily occurs near the junction
depletion region, i.e., QW region12 and limits the carrier
lifetime.8 The EL decay rate of LEDs 1 /  can be expressed
as the sum of the carrier recombination rate in QWs and the
surface recombination rate:
1
1
1
=
+ ,
 QW s

共1兲

where QW is carrier decay lifetime in QWs and s is recombination lifetime either on the p-type surface or on the sidewall surface of the etched holes of PC-LEDs. For the LED
without PCs, using the measured values of QW = 600 ps and
 = 373 ps, Eq. (1) yields a surface recombination lifetime of
s = 985 ps on the p-type surface of the LED. Since s depends upon the area of the surface, a more general parameter,
surface recombination velocity S, is used to describe the recombination on the surfaces. Considering uniformly distributed charges over the entire p-type region, the surface recombination velocity on the p-type surface is given by S = t / s,
where 共t = 0.17 um兲 is the thickness of p-type layer. With s
= 985 ps, the general surface recombination velocity S for
p-type GaN surface is thus 1.73⫻ 104 cm/ s.
To evaluate the surface recombination of carriers on the
etched walls, we consider the geometry of PCs. Figure 2(a)
shows a SEM image of PCs (a = 300 nm and d = 100 nm)
along with the schematic to calculate the etched sidewall
perimeter per unit area, R = 2d / 冑3a2. Since the depth of the
hole is the same for all the PC LEDs, R also represents the
sidewall area per unit volume. The LED without PCs has the
value of R = 0. As the product of S and excess charge density
gives the surface recombination rate per unit area, a simple
manipulation yields 1 / s = SR. With this substitution, Eq. (1)
becomes
1
1
=
+ SR.
 QW

共2兲

The faster component of the EL decay rate 共1 / 兲 is plotted
against R in Fig. 2(b) Different R values are obtained from
LEDs with PCs of different parameters of a and d. 1 /  increases linearly with R and can be fitted with the Eq. (2) very
well. The fit provides the value of S = 1.48⫻ 105 cm/ s and
QW = 600 ps. Since the surface recombination mainly dominates the early part of the decay curve in the LEDs, the decay

FIG. 2. (a) SEM image of PCs (a = 300 nm, and d = 100 nm) along with the
schematic to calculate the etched sidewall perimeter per unit area, R
= 2d / 冑3a2. The dotted parallelogram is the unit area and the curved lines
at the four corners are etched perimeters, (b) the EL decay rate 共1 / 兲 plotted
against R. A linear fit of the data yields sidewall surface recombination
velocity S and carrier recombination lifetime QW in QWs of LED.
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rate 2, at later times after which most of the excess carriers
have diffused away from the surface, represents the carrier
decay lifetime in QWs. The values of 2 = QW for LEDs with
and without PCs further support our conclusion that the measured decay time constant 2 is the carrier decay lifetime in
QWs, QW. The value of QW measured here for quaternary
QW UV LED is longer than the previously reported value of
214 ps for lnGaN QW blue LED.11 This result is consistent
with a previous observation that the PL decay lifetime in
AlInGaN quaternary alloys is longer than that in lnGaN ternary alloys.13 The surface recombination velocity S has been
previously measured for the “as grown” undoped GaN with
S = 5 ⫻ 104 cm/ s14 and AlGaN with S = 2.8⫻ 104 cm/ s.7 Our
measured of S = 1.73⫻ 104 cm/ s for P-type GaN surface is
comparable to those reported values.
The surface recombination velocity on the “as grown”
epitaxial layer is different than that of the etched sidewalls.
Etched sidewall has about an order higher value of S as
compared to that of the epitaxial surface. Values of S = 8.5
⫻ 105 cm/ s for epitaxial GaAs (Ref. 10) and S = 6
⫻ 106 cm/ s for sidewalls of dry-etched GaAs wires at room
temperature6 also indicate that sidewall recombination dominates in the etched or processed structures. Beside the etchinduced damages, which are thought to be responsible for the
increase in S on the etched surface,7 sidewall has exposed
junction with QW, which increases S. Nevertheless, the value
of S is more than one order of magnitude smaller in nitride
microstructures compared to GaAs based microstructures.
This feature makes III-nitrides attractive for the fabrication
of photonic structures with reduced dimensions. The internal
quantum efficiency of the LED with PCs is expected to decrease slightly due to enhanced surface recombination
whereas more light will be extracted from LEDs due to PC
formation. Enhancement due to light extraction generally
dominates the effect of surface recombination.
The LEDs with higher surface recombination can be
modulated at higher speed for many applications. Though
there is a trade off between the modulation speed and the
optical power enhancement in LEDs with PCs, the unique
feature of PC-LEDs is that the maximum modulation speed
can be controlled according to specific applications without
compromising the optical power output. The highest optical
power enhancement we measured was 2.5-fold5 for 333 nm
UV LEDs with PCs (a = 600, d = 200, and R ⬃ 2 ⫻ 10−3 / nm).
The results shown in Fig. 3(b) indicate that we can achieve a
maximum of four-fold enhancement in the modulation speed
as a result of PC formation (a = 300, d = 100, and R ⬃ 4
⫻ 10−3 / nm). The modulation speed increases with R and, in
principle, has no upper limit.
Figure 3 shows the far-field angular distribution of light
emission from LEDs with and without PCs. There is a slight
narrowing of the far-field pattern of LEDs with PCs. As the
periodic structure scatters coherently, increased directionality
is expected from LEDs with PCs. Since the etched holes are
not perfectly vertical,5 the directionality of the emission pattern did not improve significantly. Further improvements in
the PCs fabrication, including vertical etching, may give
more control over directionality of the emission pattern. With
highly directional emission patterns, one may use PCs to
replace the LED encapsulation lens, which currently has very
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FIG. 3. (a) Far-field angular distribution of light emission from UV-LEDs
with PCs (a = 600 nm, and d = 200 nm) and without PCs.

high absorption at deep UV wavelengths 共 ⬍ 300 nm兲.
In summary, we have performed the time-resolved (EL)
studies of UV-LEDs with and without PCs.The surface recombination velocities as well as the carrier decay lifetime of
the LEDs have been obtained. The EL decay time constant 
changes systematically with the etched sidewall area of the
PCs holes. The carrier recombination lifetime QW of LED is
measured to 600 ps. The surface recombination velocity S on
the etched sidewall of the nitride LED is found to be 1.48
⫻ 105 cm/ s, which is about an order of magnitude higher
than the value of S 共1.73⫻ 104 cm/ s兲 for the epitaxial surface of p − GaN. In addition to the enhanced extraction of
light from the LEDs, incorporation of PCs can be used to
control and enhance the modulation speed of the LEDs. A
slight narrowing of the far field emission pattern was observed in PC-LEDs.
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